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September 4, by Libros Libertad Publishing. November 7, by Libros Libertad Publishing. December 29, by
Libros Libertad Publishing. They both died in a tragic way at a young age. September 13, by Libros Libertad
Publishing. USA, and worked as a journalist in several Greek newspapers and magazines until She has
published up three poem collections and a book of short stories. June 1, by Libros Libertad Publishing.
November 13, by Libros Libertad Publishing. Idolaters by Manolis Price: August 11, by Libros Libertad
Publishing. She worked as a tourist guide and also as a clinical psychologist. Because of her first career she
travelled all over Greece and studied in depth the historical path of ancient Greek civilization from the
prehistoric times to today. October 7, by Libros Libertad Publishing. They are two poetesses who try to blend
both pain and pleasure into an acceptable value. May 9, by Libros Libertad Publishing. October 12, by Libros
Libertad Publishing. March 23, by Libros Libertad Publishing. February 25, by Libros Libertad Publishing.
Instead, the focus is on the feelings of both solitude and space that affection fills. The grace of companionship
through difficulties, and the familiar grasp of a hand that soothes after a nightmare. Poems by Manolis Price:
December 16, by Libros Libertad Publishing. Petros Spathis by Manolis Price: December 13, by Libros
Libertad Publishing. A right wing government known as the Regime of Colonels is terrorizing the Greek
populace. Those who dissent from government policy or action go to prison â€” or simply disappear Selected
Books by Manolis Price: December 9, by Libros Libertad Publishing. The Circle by Manolis Price: The
characters are caught between circumstances of their cultures and politics of the times, players who are not
what they portray:
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Additional Information In lieu of an abstract, here is a brief excerpt of the content: Reviews Louis Coutelle,
Theofanis G. Stavrou, and David R. Weinberg, A Greek Diptych: Dionysios Solomos and Alexandres
Papadiamantis. This volume is the 15th in the series of Nostos Books devoted to Greek history and culture; it
comprises papers delivered at the 6th and 7th Annual Celebration of Modern Greek Letters at the University of
Minnesota. The present volume contains four papers: The Nostos series under the vigorous direction of
Professor Stavrou has done much to bring eminent writers of modern Greece to the attention of the
English-speaking public. It is therefore especially disappointing to have to say that this volume is seriously
flawed. In three out of the four essays, the reader is often hard pressed to understand what is being said, so
filled are they with errors in English grammar, syntax, diction, and idiom. There are, in addition, a number of
errors and inexactitudes in the two essays of Professor Stavrou. I mention only a few examples. Solomos did
not attend the University of Padua as twice stated pp. That is how he came to have literary acquaintances in
Milan. Papadiamantis wrote about stories, short and long, not "over two hundred" p. In literary criticism the
terms "novel" and "novella" pp. No matter what system of transliteration one uses from Greek to English, the
spellings "Vyziinos" p. This is a good introduction for the educated non-specialist who might wish to learn
about the most eminent story writer of Greece. It was a worthy undertaking to present Dionysios Solomos and
Alexandras Papadiamantis to an English-speaking audience. It is a pity that it could not have been carried out
better.
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Additional Information In lieu of an abstract, here is a brief excerpt of the content: Reviews Louis Coutelle,
Theofanis G. Stavrou, and David R. Weinberg, A Greek Diptych: Dionysios Solomos and Alexandres
Papadiamantis. This volume is the 15th in the series of Nostos Books devoted to Greek history and culture; it
comprises papers delivered at the 6th and 7th Annual Celebration of Modern Greek Letters at the University of
Minnesota. The present volume contains four papers: The Nostos series under the vigorous direction of
Professor Stavrou has done much to bring eminent writers of modern Greece to the attention of the
English-speaking public. It is therefore especially disappointing to have to say that this volume is seriously
flawed. In three out of the four essays, the reader is often hard pressed to understand what is being said, so
filled are they with errors in English grammar, syntax, diction, and idiom. There are, in addition, a number of
errors and inexactitudes in the two essays of Professor Stavrou. I mention only a few examples. Solomos did
not attend the University of Padua as twice stated pp. That is how he came to have literary acquaintances in
Milan. Papadiamantis wrote about stories, short and long, not "over two hundred" p. In literary criticism the
terms "novel" and "novella" pp. No matter what system of transliteration one uses from Greek to English, the
spellings "Vyziinos" p. This is a good introduction for the educated non-specialist who might wish to learn
about the most eminent story writer of Greece. It was a worthy undertaking to present Dionysios Solomos and
Alexandras Papadiamantis to an English-speaking audience. It is a pity that it could not have been carried out
better. You are not currently authenticated. View freely available titles:
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Once set, gods and men abide it, neither truly able nor willing to contest it. How fate is set is unknown, but it
is told by the Fates and by Zeus through sending omens to seers such as Calchas. And put away in your heart
this other thing that I tell you. Each accepts the outcome of his life, yet, no-one knows if the gods can alter
fate. The first instance of this doubt occurs in Book XVI. Seeing Patroclus about to kill Sarpedon , his mortal
son, Zeus says: Majesty, son of Kronos, what sort of thing have you spoken? Do you wish to bring back a man
who is mortal, one long since doomed by his destiny, from ill-sounding death and release him? Do it, then; but
not all the rest of us gods shall approve you. This motif recurs when he considers sparing Hector, whom he
loves and respects. This time, it is Athene who challenges him: Father of the shining bolt, dark misted, what is
this you said? But come, let us ourselves get him away from death, for fear the son of Kronos may be angered
if now Achilleus kills this man. It is destined that he shall be the survivor, that the generation of Dardanos
shall not die Whether or not the gods can alter fate, they do abide it, despite its countering their human
allegiances; thus, the mysterious origin of fate is a power beyond the gods. Fate implies the primeval, tripartite
division of the world that Zeus, Poseidon, and Hades effected in deposing their father, Cronus , for its
dominion. Zeus took the Air and the Sky, Poseidon the Waters, and Hades the Underworld , the land of the
deadâ€”yet they share dominion of the Earth. Despite the earthly powers of the Olympic gods, only the Three
Fates set the destiny of Man. Yet, Achilles must choose only one of the two rewards, either nostos or kleos.
Either, if I stay here and fight beside the city of the Trojans, my return home is gone, but my glory shall be
everlasting; but if I return home to the beloved land of my fathers, the excellence of my glory is gone, but
there will be a long life left for me, and my end in death will not come to me quickly. Kleos is often given
visible representation by the prizes won in battle. When Agamemnon takes Briseis from Achilles, he takes
away a portion of the kleos he had earned. The stars conjure profound images of the place of a single man, no
matter how heroic, in the perspective of the entire cosmos. Pride[ edit ] Pride drives the plot of the Iliad. The
Greeks gather on the plain of Troy to wrest Helen from the Trojans. Though the majority of the Trojans would
gladly return Helen to the Greeks, they defer to the pride of their prince, Alexandros, also known as Paris. Due
to this slight, Achilles refuses to fight and asks his mother, Thetis, to make sure that Zeus causes the Greeks to
suffer on the battlefield until Agamemnon comes to realize the harm he has done to Achilles. When in Book 9
his friends urge him to return, offering him loot and his girl, Briseis, he refuses, stuck in his vengeful pride.
From epic start to epic finish, pride drives the plot. The epic takes as its thesis the anger of Achilles and the
destruction it brings. Anger disturbs the distance between human beings and the gods. Uncontrolled anger
destroys orderly social relationships and upsets the balance of correct actions necessary to keep the gods away
from human beings. Hybris forces Paris to fight against Menelaus. The "Wrath of Achilles". King
Agamemnon dishonours Chryses, the Trojan priest of Apollo, by refusing with a threat the restitution of his
daughter, Chryseisâ€”despite the proffered ransom of "gifts beyond count". Moreover, in that meeting,
Achilles accuses Agamemnon of being "greediest for gain of all men". But here is my threat to you. Even as
Phoibos Apollo is taking away my Chryseis. I shall convey her back in my own ship, with my own followers;
but I shall take the fair-cheeked Briseis, your prize, I myself going to your shelter, that you may learn well
how much greater I am than you, and another man may shrink back from likening himself to me and
contending against me. He vows to never again obey orders from Agamemnon. Aggrieved, Achilles tears his
hair and dirties his face. Thetis comforts her mourning son, who tells her: So it was here that the lord of men
Agamemnon angered me. Still, we will let all this be a thing of the past, and for all our sorrow beat down by
force the anger deeply within us. Now I shall go, to overtake that killer of a dear life, Hektor; then I will accept
my own death, at whatever time Zeus wishes to bring it about, and the other immortals. Date and textual
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history[ edit ] Further information: Homeric question and Historicity of the Iliad Achilles being adored by
princesses of Skyros , a scene from the Iliad where Odysseus Ulysses discovers him dressed as a woman and
hiding among the princesses at the royal court of Skyros. Scholarly consensus mostly places it in the 8th
century BC, although some favour a 7th-century date. Herodotus , having consulted the Oracle at Dodona ,
placed Homer and Hesiod at approximately years before his own time, which would place them at c. Homer is
thus separated from his subject matter by about years, the period known as the Greek Dark Ages. Intense
scholarly debate has surrounded the question of which portions of the poem preserve genuine traditions from
the Mycenaean period. The Catalogue of Ships in particular has the striking feature that its geography does not
portray Greece in the Iron Age , the time of Homer, but as it was before the Dorian invasion. Yet, by the s,
Milman Parry â€” had launched a movement claiming otherwise. His investigation of the oral Homeric
styleâ€”"stock epithets" and "reiteration" words, phrases, stanzas â€”established that these formulae were
artifacts of oral tradition easily applied to an hexametric line. A two-word stock epithet e. They enter battle in
chariots , launching javelins into the enemy formations, then dismountâ€”for hand-to-hand combat with yet
more javelin throwing, rock throwing, and if necessary hand to hand sword and a shoulder-borne hoplon
shield fighting. Ninth came Teucer, stretching his curved bow. He stood beneath the shield of Ajax, son of
Telamon. Ajax would then conceal him with his shining shield. On the bright ridges of the helmets, horsehair
plumes touched when warriors moved their heads. The available evidence, from the Dendra armour and the
Pylos Palace paintings, indicate the Mycenaeans used two-man chariots, with a long-spear-armed principal
rider, unlike the three-man Hittite chariots with short-spear-armed riders, and unlike the arrow-armed Egyptian
and Assyrian two-man chariots. Nestor spearheads his troops with chariots; he advises them: That will hurt
our charge. This overall depiction of war runs contrary to many other[ citation needed ] ancient Greek
depictions, where war is an aspiration for greater glory. Influence on classical Greek warfare[ edit ] While the
Homeric poems the Iliad in particular were not necessarily revered scripture of the ancient Greeks, they were
most certainly seen as guides that were important to the intellectual understanding of any educated Greek
citizen. This is evidenced by the fact that in the late fifth century BC, "it was the sign of a man of standing to
be able to recite the Iliad and Odyssey by heart. In particular, the effect of epic literature can be broken down
into three categories: In order to discern these effects, it is necessary to take a look at a few examples from
each of these categories. Much of the detailed fighting in the Iliad is done by the heroes in an orderly,
one-on-one fashion. Much like the Odyssey, there is even a set ritual which must be observed in each of these
conflicts. For example, a major hero may encounter a lesser hero from the opposing side, in which case the
minor hero is introduced, threats may be exchanged, and then the minor hero is slain. The victor often strips
the body of its armor and military accoutrements. Therefore they called him Simoeisios; but he could not
render again the care of his dear parents; he was short-lived, beaten down beneath the spear of high-hearted
Ajax, who struck him as he first came forward beside the nipple of the right breast, and the bronze spearhead
drove clean through the shoulder. While there are discussions of soldiers arrayed in semblances of the phalanx
throughout the Iliad, the focus of the poem on the heroic fighting, as mentioned above, would seem to
contradict the tactics of the phalanx. However, the phalanx did have its heroic aspects. This replaces the
singular heroic competition found in the Iliad. In this battle of champions, only two men are left standing for
the Argives and one for the Spartans. Othryades, the remaining Spartan, goes back to stand in his formation
with mortal wounds while the remaining two Argives go back to Argos to report their victory. Thus, the
Spartans claimed this as a victory, as their last man displayed the ultimate feat of bravery by maintaining his
position in the phalanx. The Iliad expresses a definite disdain for tactical trickery, when Hector says, before he
challenges the great Ajax: I know how to storm my way into the struggle of flying horses; I know how to tread
the measures on the grim floor of the war god. Yet great as you are I would not strike you by stealth, watching
for my chance, but openly, so, if perhaps I might hit you. For example, there are multiple passages in the Iliad
with commanders such as Agamemnon or Nestor discussing the arraying of troops so as to gain an advantage.
This is even later referred to by Homer in the Odyssey. The connection, in this case, between guileful tactics
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of the Greeks in the Iliad and those of the later Greeks is not a difficult one to find. Spartan commanders, often
seen as the pinnacle of Greek military prowess, were known for their tactical trickery, and, for them, this was a
feat to be desired in a commander. Indeed, this type of leadership was the standard advice of Greek tactical
writers. Trojan War in popular culture The Iliad was a standard work of great importance already in Classical
Greece and remained so throughout the Hellenistic and Byzantine periods. Subjects from the Trojan War were
a favourite among ancient Greek dramatists. Homer also came to be of great influence in European culture
with the resurgence of interest in Greek antiquity during the Renaissance , and it remains the first and most
influential work of the Western canon. In its full form the text made its return to Italy and Western Europe
beginning in the 15th century, primarily through translations into Latin and the vernacular languages. Prior to
this reintroduction, however, a shortened Latin version of the poem, known as the Ilias Latina , was very
widely studied and read as a basic school text. The West tended to view Homer as unreliable as they believed
they possessed much more down to earth and realistic eyewitness accounts of the Trojan War written by Dares
and Dictys Cretensis.
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Share2 Shares Modern poets tend to avoid the epic style poetry of the past â€” but there can be no doubt that
many of them were influenced greatly by these poems. This is a selection of the most well known epic poems
from before the 20th century. While it is tempting to add the likes of Howl by Ginsberg and modernize the list,
it would mean removing at least one of the great epics listed here â€” so 20th century poetry will be left for
another list. It is written in dactylic hexameter considered to be the Grand Style of classical poetry. It is a
variation on the epic form. The poem was not finished by his death in Byron managed to complete 16 cantos
leaving an unfinished 17th canto before his death. Byron claims that he had no ideas in his mind as to what
would happen in subsequent cantos as he wrote his work. The poem concerns the Judeo-Christian story of the
Fall of Man: Milton incorporates Paganism, classical Greek references and Christianity within the story. The
poem grapples with many difficult theological issues, including fate, predestination and the Trinity. It is of
immense importance to the culture of the Indian subcontinent and is a major text of Hinduism. Commonly
cited as one of the most important works of Anglo-Saxon Literature, Beowulf has been the subject of much
scholarly study, theory, speculation, discourse and, at lines, it has been noted for its length. In the poem,
Beowulf, a hero of the Geats, battles three antagonists: Beowulf is fatally wounded in the final battle, and after
his death he is buried in a barrow in Geatland by his retainers. Completed in 8 AD, it has remained one of the
most popular works of mythology, being the classical work best known to medieval writers and thus having a
great deal of influence on medieval poetry. The poem was probably written near the end of the eighth century
BC, somewhere along the Greek-controlled western Turkey seaside Ionia. It takes Odysseus ten years to reach
his kingdom of Ithica after the ten-year Trojan War. Scholars surmise that a series of Sumerian legends and
poems about the mythological hero-king Gilgamesh, who might have been a real ruler in the late Early
Dynastic II period ca. The essential story revolves around the relationship between Gilgamesh, a king who has
become distracted and disheartened by his rule, and a friend, Enkidu, who is half-wild and who undertakes
dangerous quests with Gilgamesh. It is about their becoming human together, and has a high emphasis on
immortality. It is often credited by historians as being one of the first literary works. The epic is widely read in
translation, and the hero, Gilgamesh, has become an icon of popular culture. The poem is commonly dated to
the late 9th or to the 8th century BC and many scholars believe it is the oldest extant work of literature in the
ancient Greek language, making it the first work of European literature. The poem concerns events during the
tenth and final year in the siege of the city of Ilion or Troy, by the Greeks.
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BRilter Mlotherland. Translated from the Greekc byÂ· Amy Mims with illustrations by the pioet.

Pinterest Cambridge University students on graduation day. The ancient Greek inventors of democracy
vigorously debated this issue, having painful historical experience of it â€” recorded by Thucydides â€” and
theoretical solutions â€” discussed by Aristotle. Yet in Britain today, few secondary school students are ever
given the opportunity to investigate the dazzling thought-world of the Greeks. This is despite the existence for
half a century of excellent GCSE and A-level courses in classical civilisation, which have been a success
wherever introduced, and can be taught cost-effectively across the state-school sector. The failure to include
classical civilisation among the subjects taught in every secondary school deprives us and our future citizens
of access to educational treasures which can not only enthral, but fulfil what Jefferson argued in Notes on the
State of Virginia was the main goal of education in a democracy: History, he proposed, is the subject that
equips citizens for this. To stay free also requires comparison of constitutions, utopian thinking, fearlessness
about innovation, critical, lateral and relativist thinking, advanced epistemological skills in source criticism
and the ability to argue cogently. All these skills can be learned from their succinct, entertaining, original
formulations and applications in the works of the Greeks. The situation is aggravated by the role that training
in the ancient languages, as opposed to ancient ideas, plays in dividing social and economic classes. One of
the many ways in which the schism between rich and poor in Britain is reflected educationally is in access to
Greek and Latin grammar. In the last year for which figures are available , 3, state-sector candidates took
A-levels in classical civilisation or ancient history. High grades in the ancient languages â€” easily enough
won by solicitous coaching â€” provide near-guaranteed access to our most elite universities. For those
without Greek and Latin A-levels there are indeed Oxbridge opportunities: The chances of admission for these
are in line with other courses such as English and history. But it is easier to get into Oxbridge to read the
long-established classics courses, requiring an ancient language A-level, than any other subject: Instead of
Greek ideas expanding the minds of all young citizens, Greek denotes money and provides a queue-jumping
ticket to privilege. First, we need to support classical civilisation qualifications, campaign for their
introduction in every school and recognise their excellence as intellectual preparation for adult life and
university. Specifically, classical civilisation needs to be recognised in the English baccalaureate and given the
same governmental support as Latin. Second, we need to expand the tiny number of teachers trained to teach
classical civilisation via classics-dedicated PGCE courses, and also, crucially, encourage qualified teachers of
other subjects in schools â€” English, history, modern languages, religious studies â€” to add classical
civilisation to their repertoire. A committed philosophy teacher there, Eddie Barnett, was inspired by the
enthusiastic response elicited by the small Plato element on the A-level philosophy syllabus; he has recently
secured an agreement that classical civilisation will be rolled out at all three campuses of the college. Classical
civilisation qualifications are embraced by most universities already, and this is the first year in which it has
been possible for Open University students to graduate with single honours in classical studies, even if they
have had no contact with the Greeks and Romans previously. But Oxford and Cambridge, with their fame and
brand, now need to lead by example and offer challenging classics courses that do not fetishise grammar and
consequently repel state-sector students who have been excited by reading classics in English. This means
engaging with literary texts fearlessly in translation plus increasing the importance of critical thinking and
lowering that of language acquisition. Undergraduate degrees are supposed to produce competent citizens.
Traditional classics courses are not making the most of those ancient authors on their curriculum who enhance
civic as opposed to syntactical competence.
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That these deeds were meant to arouse a sense of wonder or marvel is difficult for the modern mind to
comprehend, especially in a time when even such words as wonderful or marvelous have lost much of their
evocative power. What, then, were the heroes of the Iliad? In ancient Greek myth, heroes were humans, male
or female, of the remote past, endowed with superhuman abilities and descended from the immortal gods
themselves. This, the greatest hero of the Iliad, was the son of Thetis, a sea-goddess known for her
far-reaching cosmic powers. It is clear in the epic, however, that the father of Achilles is mortal, and that this
greatest of heroes must therefore be mortal as well. So also with all the ancient Greek stories of the heroes: No
matter how many immortals you find in a family tree, the intrusion of even a single mortal will make all
successive descendants mortal. Mortality, not immortality, is the dominant gene. In some stories, true, the
gods themselves can bring it about that the hero becomes miraculously restored to life after death - a life of
immortality. The story of Herakles, who had been sired by Zeus, the chief of all the gods, is perhaps the most
celebrated instance. It is only after the most excruciating pains, culminating in his death at the funeral pyre on
the peak of Mount Oeta, that Herakles is at long last admitted to the company of immortals. In short, the hero
can be immortalized, but the fundamental painful fact remains: But it happens only on a symbolic level. The
Odyssey makes it clear that Odysseus will have to die, even if it happens in a prophecy, beyond the framework
of the surface narrative. The gods themselves are exempt from this ultimate pain of death. When the god Ares
goes through the motions of death after he is taken off guard and wounded by the mortal Diomedes in Scroll 5
of the Iliad, we detect a touch of humor in the Homeric treatment of the scene, owing to the fact that this
particular "death" is a mock death. Mortality is the dominant theme in the stories of ancient Greek heroes, and
the Iliad and Odyssey are no exception. The human condition of mortality, with all its ordeals, defines heroic
life itself. The certainty that one day you will die makes you human, distinct from animals who are unaware of
their future death and from the immortal gods. This deep preoccupation with the primal experience of violent
death in war has several possible explanations. Some argue that the answer has to be sought in the simple fact
that ancient Greek society accepted war as a necessary and even important part of life. But there are other
answers as well, owing to approaches that delve deeply into the role of religion and, more specifically, into the
religious practices of hero-worship and animal-sacrifice in ancient Greece. Of particular interest is the
well-attested Greek custom of worshipping a hero precisely by way of slaughtering a sacrificial animal,
ordinarily a ram. There is broad cultural evidence suggesting that hero-worship in ancient Greece was not
created out of stories like that of the Iliad and Odyssey but was in fact independent of them. The stories, on the
other hand, were based on the religious practices, though not always directly. There are even myths that draw
into an explicit parallel the violent death of a hero and the sacrificial slaughter of an animal. For example, the
description of the death of the hero Patroklos in Scroll 18 of the Iliad parallels in striking detail the stylized
description, documented elsewhere in Homeric poetry Odyssey Scroll 3 , of the slaughter of a sacrificial bull:
For another example, we may consider an ancient Greek vase-painting that represents the same heroic warrior
Patroklos in the shape of a sacrificial ram lying supine with its legs in the air and its throat slit open lettering
next to the painted figure specifies Patroklos. Evidence also places these practices of hero-worship and
animal-sacrifice precisely during the era when the stories of the Iliad and Odyssey took shape. Yet, curiously
enough, we find practically no mention there of hero-worship and very little detailed description of
animal-sacrifice. Homeric poetry, as a medium that achieved its general appeal to the Greeks by virtue of
avoiding the parochial concerns of specific locales or regions, tended to avoid realistic descriptions of any
ritual, not just ritual sacrifice. This pattern of avoidance is to be expected, given that any ritual tends to be a
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localized phenomenon in ancient Greece. What sacrificial scenes we do find in the epics are markedly
stylized, devoid of the kind of details that characterize real sacrifices as documented in archaeological and
historical evidence. Given, then, that Homeric poetry avoids delving into the details of dismemberment as it
applies to animals, in that it avoids the details of sacrificial practice, we may expect a parallel avoidance of the
topic of immortalization for the hero. The local practices of hero-worship, contemporaneous with the
evolution of Homeric poetry as we know it, are clearly founded on religious notions of heroic immortalization.
The Iliad seems to make up for its avoidance of details concerning the sacrifices of animals by dwelling on
details concerning the martial deaths of heroes. In this way Homeric poetry, with its staggering volume of
minutely detailed descriptions of the deaths of warriors, can serve as a compensation for sacrifice itself. Such
deep concerns about the human condition are organized by Homeric poetry in a framework of heroic portraits,
with those of Achilles and Odysseus serving as the centerpieces of the Iliad and Odyssey respectively. Let us
begin with Achilles. Here is a monolithic and fiercely uncompromising man who actively chooses violent
death over life in order to win the glory of being remembered forever in epic poetry Iliad 9. Here is a man of
unbending principle who cannot allow his values to be compromised - not even by the desperate needs of his
near and dear friends who are begging him to bend his will, bend it just enough to save his own people. Here
is a man of constant sorrow, who can never forgive himself for having unwittingly allowed his nearest and
dearest friend, Patroklos, to take his place in battle and be killed in his stead, slaughtered like a sacrificial
animal - all on account of his own refusal to bend his will by coming to the aid of his fellow warriors. Here is
a man, finally, of unspeakable anger, an anger so intense that the poet words it the same way that he words the
anger of the gods, even of Zeus himself. The central hero of the Iliad at first takes out his anger passively, by
withdrawing his vital presence from his own people. In this way, the passive anger of the hero translates
symbolically into the active anger of the god. His fiery rage plummets him to the depths of brutality, as he
begins to view the enemy as the ultimate Other, to be hated with such an intensity that Achilles can even bring
himself, in a moment of ultimate fury, to express that most ghastly of desires, to eat the flesh of Hektor, the
man he is about to kill. This same pain, however, this same intense feeling of loss, will ultimately make the
savage anger subside in a moment of heroic self-recognition that elevates Achilles to the highest realms of
humanity, of humanism. At the end of the Iliad, as he begins to recognize the pain of his deadliest enemy, of
the Other, he begins to achieve a true recognition of the Self. The anger is at an end. And the story can end as
well. The song of the Iliad - for at the time, poets were singers, performers, and their poems were sung - is
about the anger, the doomed and ruinous anger, of the hero Achilles. The singer was following the rules of his
craft in summing up the whole song, all , or so words, in one single word, the first word of the song. So also in
the Odyssey, the first word, Man, tells the subject of the song. There the singer calls upon the Muse, goddess
of the special Memory that makes him a singer, to tell him the story of the Man, the many-sided man, the hero
Odysseus, who wandered so many countless ways in his voyages at sea after his heroic exploit of
masterminding the capture and destruction of Troy. The Muse is imagined as telling the singer his song, and
the singer can then sing this song to others. In the same way, here in the Iliad, the singer calls upon the
Goddess to tell the story of the Anger, the doomed and ruinous anger, of the hero Achilles, which caused
countless losses and woes for Greeks and Trojans alike in the war that later culminated in the destruction of
Troy. In the original Greek of both the Iliad and the Odyssey, the first word announcing the subject - Anger,
Man - is followed by a specially chosen adjective setting the mood - doomed anger, many-sided man - to be
followed in turn by a relative clause that frames the story by outlining the plot - the doomed anger that caused
countless losses and woes, the many-sided man who wandered countless ways. The symmetry of these two
monumental compositions, the Iliad and Odyssey, goes beyond their strict adherence to the rules of
introducing an ancient Greek song. For they counterbalance each other throughout their vast stretches of
narrative, in a steady rhythmic flow of verses, lines called dactylic hexameters the Iliad contains over 15, lines
and the Odyssey, over 12, The counterbalancing focuses on the central plot and the characterization of the
principal hero in each. The symmetry of the Iliad and Odyssey goes even further: The staggering
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comprehensiveness of these two songs is apparent even from a cursory glance. It also manages to retell or
even relive, though with varying degrees of directness or fullness of narrative, the entire Tale of Troy,
including from the earlier points of the story-line such memorable moments as the Judgment of Paris, the
Abduction of Helen, and the Assembly of Ships. In short, although the story of the Iliad directly covers only a
short stretch of the whole story of Troy, thereby resembling the compressed time-frame of Classical Greek
tragedy Aristotle makes this observation in his Poetics , it still manages to mention something about
practically everything that happened at Troy, otherwise known as Ilion. The Odyssey adds much more,
especially about the so-called Epic Cycle. It even features the story of the Trojan Horse in viii. For the Greeks
of the fifth century BCE and thereafter, the Iliad and Odyssey, these two seemingly all-inclusive and
symmetrical songs, were the creation of the Master Singer called Homer, reputed to have lived centuries
earlier. Homer was presumed to be contemporaneous with another Master Singer called Hesiod, who was
credited with two other definitive symmetrical songs, the Theogony and the Works and Days. About the real
Homer, there is next to nothing that we can recover from the ancient world. Nor do we have much better luck
with Hesiod, except perhaps for whatever the singer says about himself in his own two songs. In the case of
Homer, we do not even have this much to start with, at least not in the Iliad or the Odyssey: It can even be said
that there is no evidence for the existence of a Homer - and hardly that much more for the existence of a
Hesiod. What we do know for sure, however, is that the Greeks of the Classical period thought of Homer and
Hesiod as their first authors, their primary authors. So it is not only for the modern reader that Homer and
Hesiod represent the earliest phase of Greek literature. It is moreover a historical fact that Homer and Hesiod
were eventually credited by the ancient Greeks with the very foundation of Greek literature. Our primary
authority for this fact is none other than the so-called Father of History himself, Herodotus, who observes in
Scroll II In a traditional society like that of the ancient Greeks, where the very idea of defining the gods is the
equivalent of defining the society itself, this observation by Herodotus amounts to a claim that the songs of
Homer and Hesiod are the basis of Greek civilization. Who, then, was Homer? It is no exaggeration to answer
that, along with Hesiod, he had become the prime culture hero of Greek civilization in the Classical period of
the fifth century and thereafter. It was a common practice of the ancient Greeks to attribute any major
achievement of society, even if this achievement may have taken place through a lengthy period of social
evolution, to the personal breakthrough of a culture hero who was pictured as having made his monumental
contribution in the earliest imaginable era of the culture. Greek myths about lawgivers, for example, tended to
reconstruct these figures, whether or not they really ever existed, as the originators of the sum total of
customary law as it evolved through time. The same sort of evolutionary model may well apply to the figure
of Homer as an originator of heroic song. The model can even be extended from Homer to Homeric song.
There is evidence that a type of story, represented in a wide variety of cultures where the evolution of a song
tradition moves slowly ahead in time until it reaches a relatively static phase, reinterprets itself as if it resulted
from a single event. The internal evidence of the Homeric verses, both in their linguistic development and in
their datable references, points to an ongoing evolution of Homeric song embracing a vast stretch of time that
lasted perhaps as long as a thousand years, extending from the second millennium BCE. This period
culminated in a static phase that lasted about two centuries, framed by a formative stage in the later part of the
eighth century BCE, where the epic was taking on its present shape, and a definitive stage, in the middle of the
sixth, where the epic reached its final form. The basic historical fact remains, in any case, that the figure of
Homer had become, by the Classical period of the fifth century BCE, a primary culture hero credited with the
creation of the Iliad and Odyssey. Little wonder, then, that so many Greek cities - Athens included - claimed
to be his birthplace. Such rivalry for the possession of Homer points to the increasingly widespread refinement
of his identity through the cultural significance of Homeric song. Of course the subject of the Iliad is not just
the Anger of Achilles in particular and the age of heroes in general. The Iliad purports to say everything that is
worth saying about the Greeks - the Hellenes, as they called themselves in the Classical period. Not that the
Iliad calls them Greeks. The Greeks in this song are a larger-than-life cultural construct of what they imagined
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themselves to have been in the distant age of heroes. These Greeks are retrojected Greeks, given such
alternative Homeric names as Achaeans, Argives, Danaans, all three of which are used interchangeably to
refer to these heroic ancestors whose very existence in song is for the Greeks the basis for their own
self-definition as a people. It is as if the Iliad, in mirroring for the Greeks of the present an archetypal image of
themselves in the past, served as an autobiography of a people. On the surface these ancestral Greeks of the
Iliad are on the offensive, attacking Troy. Underneath the surface, they are on the defensive, trying desperately
to ward off the fiery onslaught of Hektor, the leading Trojan hero. At a climactic point of the battle, Hektor
shouts out to his men: Bring it up, and all together raise a battle shout!
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8: Nostos - Wikipedia
Best Books on Ancient Greek History and Literature Ancient Greece: with emphasis on the Golden Age of Greece.
Non-fiction but can also include ancient Greek literature, myths, poetry, drama and philosophy.

Many ancient writers used epic poetry to tell tales of intense adventures and heroic feats. Some of the most
famous literary masterpieces in the world were written in the form of epic poetry. Epic poems were
particularly common in the ancient world because they were ideal for expressing stories orally. When we refer
to epic poetry, in the context of ancient literature, we usually refer to the two Greek epic poems attributed to
Homer: The Iliad and the Oddyssey. These book-long poems are unlike most other poems we are familiar
with, and not just for their length. They are different in that they switch around from scene to scene and there
is dialogue, like a play. Speeches make up so much of epic poems that Plato called epic poetry a mixture of
dramatic and narrative literature. Speeches might be a throwback to the oral tradition of epic, where the epic
story was passed down, from master storyteller to pupil, possibly within a family. The storyteller or
"rhapsode" played a lyre as he sang his improvised epic song. The central figure of ancient epic poetry is the
hero. In the 2 major Greek ancient classical epics, the Iliad and the Odyssey, the heroes are Achilles, in the
Iliad, and Odysseus in the Odyssey. Other key characteristics of epic poetry include: Hesiod and Homer are
the most famous ancient Greek epic poets. Lyric Poetry Anyone who has an ear for verse or song today will
hear echoes of modern music in what the ancient Greeks called lyric poetry. After the age of epic when stately
poems of extraordinary deedsâ€”and lengthâ€”reigned supreme, Greek tastes changed radically. Shorter, more
personal poems written for feasts and weddings came into fashion. The greatest Greek lyric poet in ancient
Greece was the incomparable Sappho, one of the rare women whose voice emerges from Greek antiquity. The
Lyric Age For all his genius and narrative gifts, Homer composed in only one meter ever. Besides telling a
coherent story of great length and complexity based on the use of oral formulas and composed spontaneously
in performance, are we also to require of him a mastery of many poetic forms? It would be unfair and
unnecessary. But as the pre-Classical Age began to dawn after BCE, the Greeks opened their eyes to the larger
world around them. With that, oral poetry, illiteracy and nostalgia for the heroes of yore yielded to lyric
poetry, writing and the love of innovation per se. In consequence, the Greeks of this ageâ€”in many ways,
lived in one of the headiest times ever in history. Where Homer had served up two voluminous tales, lyric
poets wrote short, direct poems and many of them. This change resembles in some way the transition from
opera to rock-and-roll in the modern world. Long, dramatic compositions focusing on heroes and tragic
encounters gave way to poems embracing quick and pointed reflections on daily life and love. Modern poetry
has moved in much the same direction. Both arts also reflect their changing times. As Greece expanded, a
restless crowd of enterprising merchants emerged. Like modern audiences, too, their moods tended to centre
around love: Lyric poetry swells with the excesses of erotic yearning, more than one of its poets was famous
in antiquity for excessive behaviour and drunken escapades. That history has handed down to us none of the
music which accompanied this genre is a terrible loss, and it is to the great credit of its artists that much of
their original power still comes through the words of Greek lyric poetry even without the sound track. Sappho,
the greatest of the lyric poets, lived on the island of Lesbos in the northwestern Aegean. She flourished
sometime around BCE, that is, about a century or two after Homer. Little is known about her life. The rare
truth that shines out among all these later tales is that Sappho ran a sort of finishing school for girls who were
in training to be the companions of men, since most of her poems are addressed with great affection to young
ladies. As few others in western civilization have â€” she stands shoulder to shoulder with Petrarch,
Shakespeare and Keats â€” Sapphic verse explores the intensity of emotions surrounding love. What little has
survived the ravages of such deplorable bias consists of incomplete poems and scrappy fragments, an
unspeakable tragedy to humankind. The failure of our predecessors to preserve her poetry is, simply put, the
single most horrendous blunder in all of literary history. All in all, another even more earth-shaking change
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underlies lyric poetry. At least to judge from the widespread appeal of some lyric poets, their poems probably
circulated in written form, too. This new literature, in the truest sense of the word "written text," looked ahead
to the next stage in the evolution of ancient narrative arts when drama would dominate public attention.
9: Nostos - www.enganchecubano.com
chapter books for tween girls that are take-offs on Greek mythology: Pandora series (Pandora Gets Vain, etc) by
Carolyn Hennessy Goddess Girls series (Athena the Brain, etc) by Joan Holub and Suzanne Williams.
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